Home Health Care CAHPS Survey
Vendor Update Webinar Training Session
January 2022

Training Session Logistics

• Welcome
• Please remain connected to both the web and phone/VOIP to receive
credit for attending today’s session.
• Webinar provider can be reached at 1-866-779-3239.
• You can submit questions via the Q&A feature or ask over the phone.
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Training Session Overview

1. HHCAHPS Survey Participation Requirements/Updates
2. Protocols and Guidelines Manual, V 14.0
3. Technical Assistance for HHAs and Survey Vendors
4. HHCAHPS Survey Coordination Team Reminders for Survey Vendors
5. Remote Site Visit Protocols, Helpful Tips and Lessons Learned
6. Quick Refresher on the HHCAHPS Patient-Mix Adjustment Factors
7. HHCAHPS Data of Interest
8. Update on the Mode Experiment
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HHCAHPS® Survey Participation
Requirements/Updates
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CY 2022 APU Update

• CY 2022 APU compliance requirements were affected by the inclusion of two COVID-19excepted quarters in this period.
 Q1, 2020: January–March 2020
 Q2, 2020: April–June 2020
• For purposes of determining compliance with the CY 2022 APU, CMS did not count the
months of January 2020–June 2020.
• HHCAHPS Survey participation requirements return to normal for the CY2023 APU: April
2021 through March 2022.
• For the CY 2022 APU, 480 HHAs (2.4%) of all Medicare-certified HHAs were noncompliant
with the HHCAHPS APU requirements.
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Future HHCAHPS APU Participation Periods and Dates

APU Period

Survey Participation Months

PER Form

CY 2023

April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022

Due March 31, 2022

CY 2024

April 1, 2022–March 31, 2023

Due March 31, 2023

CY 2025

April 1, 2023–March 31, 2024

Due March 31, 2024
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CY 2025 APU: Value Based Purchasing (VBP) Starts

What does this mean for HHAs?
• In the CY 2022 Final Rule, HH VBP for
all Medicare-certified agencies will go
into effect in phases:
 CY 2022: “pre-implementation” year
 CY 2023: first performance year
 CY 2025: first payment year
• HHAs will be reimbursed based on an
algorithm that includes their HHCAHPS
Survey Summary Star rating and
OASIS measures as stated in the rule.

Link to the 11/9/21 rule:
• https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/
FR-2021-11-09/pdf/2021-23993.pdf
CMS Newsroom Summary:
• https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/factsheets/cms-finalizes-calendar-year2022-home-health-prospectivepayment-system-rate-update-homehealth
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HHCAHPS Public Reporting
Back on Track

• The January 2022 refresh
on the compare tool on
www.Medicare.gov
includes data collected
from July 2020 through
June 2021.
• Next public refresh: April
2022, for HHCAHPS Survey
data collected CY2020,Q4–
CY2021,Q3.

Data Collection Period

Posted on the compare
tool on Medicare.gov

CY2020,Q4–CY2021,Q3

April 2022

CY2021,Q1–CY2021,Q4

July 2022

CY2021,Q2–CY2022,Q1

October 2022
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Questions?
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Protocols and Guidelines Manual
Version 14.0
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New Mail Survey Cover Letters
Please use the new HHCAHPS Survey example
cover letters.
•

Located in appendices and on HHCAHPS
website.

•

Changes were made based on recent CMS
research, resulting in more concise and
consumer-friendly communication. We are
formally testing the cover letters in the
upcoming mode experiment.

•

We removed the following statements:
 “all responses will be grouped together and
may be shared with the HHA for purposes
of quality improvement”
 “participation is voluntary and will not affect
any benefits the sample member receives
or expects to receive”
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New Report: Data Submission Validation Report
We added a new report to the set of
Data Submission reports for survey
vendors.
• This report was developed to allow
vendors to quickly identify if there
are HHAs that need to initiate or
correct a vendor authorization.
• The Data Submission Validation
Status Report shows:
 Latest submissions by CCN, with
failed submissions pulled to the
top
 Includes a column to show
whether a failure is the result of
a vendor authorization issue
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Other Updates to Protocols and Guidelines Manual
Version 14.0
Throughout the Manual
• Updated Calendar Year (CY) references
• Updated public reporting periods
Chapter XI: Survey Website Reports
• Added description and details about the new Data Submission Validation Status Report
Chapters V and VII: Revisions to Survey Cover Letter Consent Language
• Removed selected survey cover letter consent text from bullets in both chapters as
noted in earlier slide
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Technical Assistance for HHAs and Survey
Vendors
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HHCAHPS Survey Vendor Technical Assistance
Topics 2021
Topic

Percent

Late Field Request

26

Oversight

21

Discrepancy Reports

20

QAP

10

Vendor Application

7

Exceptions Request

4

Vendor Training

3

Data Coding

3

Survey Administration

3

Data Submission

2
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HHCAHPS HHA Technical Assistance Topics 2021
Topic

Percent

HHA Credentialing Process

43

HHA Exemption

12

Switching Vendors

12

Vendor Authorization

11

Public Reporting

5

Meant to Contact Vendor, OASIS, or other CAHPS

5

Reports (submission, other)

3

Participation Requirements

2

APU Determination

2

Star Ratings

1
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TA Questions We Receive from HHAs
CMS Answers, So You Know What to Say!
Q: Why don’t my HHCAHPS survey results appear on the
compare tool on Medicare.gov?
R: HHAs must have participated in HHCAHPS for the full 12month public reporting period for their results to be
reported.
Agencies with less than 12 months of data will show NA
for survey results.
As a reminder, to show star ratings, an agency must
also have a minimum of 40 completes during the 12month reporting period.
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TA Questions We Receive from HHAs (cont’d)
CMS Answers, So You Know What to Say!
Q: Why have my HHCAHPS Survey star rating scores gone
up/down for this public reporting period?
R: HHCAHPS Survey star ratings are computed each quarter with
the most recent four quarters of data. They reflect the
distribution of agencies eligible to receive star ratings during
that reporting period:
• >= 40 completed interviews
• eligible for public reporting
No forced distribution = quarter-to-quarter fluctuations for
individual HHAs cut points for star rating scores. Scores are
tightly clustered, so a small change in a cut point can result in
an agency moving up or down a star.
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TA Questions We Receive from HHAs (cont’d)
CMS Answers, So You Know What to Say!
Q: My HHA’s address/telephone number/types of services
offered/etc. is not correct on the compare tool on
Medicare.gov. How do I fix it?
R: For questions about your HHA’s name and other

demographic information including address, please
contact your Medicare Administrative Contractor (MAC) at
https://www.cms.gov/research-statistics-data-andsystems/monitoring-programs/medicare-ffs-complianceprograms/review-contractor-directory-interactive-map
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TA Questions from Survey Vendors
CMS Answers Your Questions!
What do we do if we receive a request from a POA for a patient in an
assisted living/dementia care facility to mail the HHCAHPS survey to the
patient c/o of the daughter at the daughter's address (note: the
daughter’s address is not the address where the patient lives).

CMS Response: Always mail the survey to the patient’s address.
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TA Questions from Survey Vendors (cont’d)
CMS Answers Your Questions!
If during a phone survey call, our interviewer determines that the
sample member is physically or mentally incapable, and the proxy
declines the interview, should we use survey disposition code 320
(refusal) or 240 (ineligible: mentally or physically incapacitated/no
proxy available)?
CMS Response: Code 240 is appropriate—physically or mentally
incapable, with no proxy available.
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TA Questions from Survey Vendors (cont’d)
CMS Answers Your Questions!
When an HHA switches survey vendors, how should the new vendor handle
the lookback period (the last 5 months prior to the sample month) for those
new patients?
CMS Response: Because HHCAHPS vendors are not allowed to provide the
new vendor with a file containing information about patients sampled during
the lookback period, the new vendor should sample all patients for the first
survey sample month as though they had not been sampled in the last 5
months.
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TA Questions from Survey Vendors (cont’d)
CMS Answers Your Questions!

My HHA has patients with dementia, and I am concerned about those
patients answering the questions in the HHCAHPS survey. Should I
exclude them from my monthly patient file?
CMS Response: HHAs should not exclude those patients from the
monthly files. HHCAHPS Survey results are adjusted based on the mix of
patients served by an HHA, and dementia is one of the patient-mix
adjusters for HHCAHPS. This means that the patient’s responses are
adjusted to account for the fact that patients with dementia tend to
answer the questions differently than those who do not have dementia.
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Coordination Team Reminders for Survey Vendors

Have Staffing – Subcontractor – Systems – Protocols Changes?
Here’s what to do!

•
•
•
•

Each time your organization implements these types of changes, you’ll need to
update and submit your QAP to reflect the changes.
But first, accept all changes from your approved QAP. That way your QAP will
only reflect your updates!
Remember to review your vendor application to make sure it reflects the
changes you’ve made, updating it if needed.
Let us know if your HHCAHPS website point of contact information has changed
too.
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Coordination Team Reminders for Survey Vendors (cont’d)
HHCAHPS Survey vendors have made significant improvements over the last year
documenting survey processes with enough detail that new staff can implement
those processes.

•
•

Please regularly review and update your survey documentation to give you
confidence that your key staff can cover for each other to produce high-quality
HHCAHPS Survey data.
If you switch/add subcontractors, make sure you test their systems’ integration
with your system.
 For example, are you adding a mail survey subcontractor that will need to
“talk” to your phone subcontractor?
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Coordination Team Reminders for Survey Vendors (cont’d)
• HHCAHPS Survey vendors are increasingly using the DNR template provided on the
homehealthcahps.org website when submitting a DNR for more than one agency.
• Please ensure that you have a timely process for submitting DNRs, so that all DNRs
associated with a given APU year are submitted to RTI as soon as possible after the
sample month ends.
• If you discover a discrepancy that you have not reported for a CCN in a given APU
participation period (i.e., April of one year through March of the next) please submit
a DNR no later than May following that APU period.
• This lets CMS review reasons for missed sample months during the APU evaluation
period.
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Discrepancy Notification Reports Received for the CY2022
APU Period
DNR Categories for CCNs with DNRs in the CY2022 APU Period (April 2020March 2021)
n=2,290

Survey Administration
Issues, but Survey was
Administered 33%

HHCAHPS Survey was
not Administered 47%

Late Start to Data Collection
20%
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Response Rate Challenges
Phone Survey Vendors
Staffing Challenges

Finding staff for
pay rate offered

Pool of potential
interviewers in
the area is small

Staff turnover
creates ongoing
staffing problems

Phone Contact Challenges
HHA phone number
quality for patients is
poor but matches the
number in telephone
append services
Assisted living facilities—
vendor number may be
blocked or ignored, even
when vendors have asked
HHAs to alert facilities that
the vendor may call to
conduct the HHCAHPS
Survey

HHA does not provide
correct patient phone
number or does not
inform the patient
about the survey
People don’t answer
numbers they don’t
recognize
Vendor number may
be marked as spam by
some telephone
providers - cannot
leave voice message
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Response Rate Challenges
Mail Survey Vendors
USPS Challenges

Mailing delays to
patients beginning
in 2021

Delays in
receiving returned
surveys

One vendor reported
21% of surveys were
received after 42-day
data collection window

What isn’t a challenge?

Language
barriers
Getting
respondents
to complete
the survey
once you
have them
on the phone
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Questions?
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Remote Site Visit Protocols
Helpful Tips and Lessons Learned
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Remote Site Visits During COVID-19

• We began conducting remote
site visits in October 2020.
• To date, we have conducted
19 remote site visits and plan
to continue conducting remote
visits until further notice.

Vendors have successfully been able to
screenshare and conduct live interviewer
monitoring using the BlueJeans
application.
Many vendors have expressed a
preference for remote site visits vs. inperson visits.

Vendors are appreciative of CMS allowing
remote survey operations, especially for
telephone interviewers.
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Remote Site Visits vs. In-Person Visits
Remote Site Visits are Conducted Using BlueJeans
A HIPAA-compliant video and audio-conferencing platform that allows screen-sharing.

There is Reduced Burden on Vendors
RTI requests and reviews data and documentation from vendors prior to the remote site
visit instead of during the visit.
Site Visits are Shorter
Mail and telephone survey operations sections are shorter because we cannot tour facilities.
Remote visits are typically split over two half-days, which gives vendors more time for
other activities.
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Virtual Site Visit Process Reminders
2-3 Weeks Out

• Conduct a remote
site visit planning
teleconference
using BlueJeans

2 Weeks Out

• RTI emails vendor
with a request for
data and
documentation

One Week Out

• Vendor emails RTI
the requested
materials, which
are reviewed in
advance of the
site visit
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Preparing for Remote Site Visits: Materials Needed
Prior to the Visit
Sampling
• Process documents for all sampling tasks, including receipt and processing of monthly
HHA information files, eligibility checks and sample selection, and QC of monthly samples.
Mail Survey Vendors
• Documentation to assist staff members in all stages of the mail process, including
mailouts, data receipt, and data entry.
• Documentation of QC procedures used to prepare, receive, and process mail surveys.
• Scanned images of de-identified hardcopy surveys for the case IDs that RTI requests (75
surveys).
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Preparing for Remote Site Visits: Materials Needed
Prior to the Visit (cont’d)
Phone Survey Vendors

• Documentation of interviewer training for current interviewers
• Documentation of interviewer monitoring for the last month
• If vendor is unable to conduct live monitoring: 25 recordings of case IDs that RTI
requests in advance
All Survey Vendors
• Documentation used to conduct QC of XML files prior to upload to the HHCAHPS website
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Remote Site Visits: What Vendors are Doing Well

Global Processes

Survey Operations

Documentation

Data Security

• RTI observed very few issues with vendors’ global
processes. Vendors have sufficient staffing to implement all
HHCAHPS protocols.
• There were very few systematic issues in vendors’
programs and data management systems.
• The quality and availability of documentation for all survey
processes including sampling, phone and mail operations,
and XML file preparation activities has improved.
• RTI observed very few data security and confidentiality
issues. Vendors are properly de-identifying reports provided
to HHAs; About You data are not shared.
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Common Sampling Issues Found in Remote Site
Visits

Calculation of Patient Age

Patients are eligible for the HHCAHPS Survey if they are
at least 18 years old by the end of the sample month.

Quality Control Checks

Quality control checks should be conducted by
someone other than the person who completed the
task and should occur immediately after sampling and
prior to data collection.

Sampling Rate

Sampling rates should remain constant throughout a
quarter; changes should only be made at the
beginning of a quarter.
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Common Mail Survey Operation Issues Found in Remote
Site Visits

Non-Complete Disposition
Codes

• Vendors should have documentation of the reason(s)
cases were coded with a non-complete code.
• Vendors should build in a quality control check of
10% of non-complete cases to confirm that cases
were coded properly.
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Common Phone Survey Operation Issues Found in Remote
Site Visits

Telephone Script

• Telephone interviewers should read the script and ask
the questions exactly as they are presented. They
should not change the wording or condense any
questions.

Probing

• Telephone interviewers should repeat the question and
response options if the respondent misunderstood or
misinterpreted the question.

Call Attempts

• Call attempts must be made at different times of the
day (morning, afternoon, and evening) and different
days of the week throughout the data collection
period.
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Common Phone Survey Operation Issues Found in
Remote Site Visits (cont’d)

Ethnicity

When reading Q30, which asks for the patient’s
ethnicity, telephone interviewers should choose either
Latino or Latina based on the respondent’s gender.

Callbacks

Unless a respondent refuses to complete the survey,
telephone interviewers should schedule a callback to
complete the survey.

Non-Complete Cases

Vendors should have documentation of the reason(s)
cases were coded with a non-complete code and
should conduct a 10% QC check on non-complete
cases to confirm cases were coded properly.
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Common Survey Data Systems Issues Found in
Remote Site Visits

Patient Administrative Data

• Vendors should create a crosswalk of the
administrative variables provided in the original
patient information files from HHAs compared to the
variables coded in the XML file data to ensure that
variables match.

Quality Control Checks

• Vendors should be reviewing 10% of all XML data
against their original HHA patient files and mail and
CATI data to look for outliers, check proxy values,
and compare raw data to the XML file.
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Quick Refresher on the HHCAHPS
Patient-Mix Adjustment Factors
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Survey Patient Mix-Adjusters

From the Survey
• Education (Q29)
• Self-reported overall
health (Q26)
• Self-reported mental
health (Q27)
• Patient lives alone
(Q28)

Provided by Survey
Vendor
• Survey answered by
proxy (“Proxy”
variable)
• Language in which the
survey was completed
(“language-survey”
variable)
• Age (provided by HHA)
• Diagnosis of
schizophrenia or
dementia (provided by
HHA)

• Patient-mix adjusters are used in
the regression analysis to help
CMS account for any differences
in responses across HHAs based
on patient characteristics
• They “level the playing field”
among HHAs so that HHAs that
serve patients with characteristics
that negatively impact their
ratings of health care do not get
penalized.
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Survey Patient-Mix Adjusters (cont’d)

If a respondent is missing even one of the
patient-mix variables, that patient is not
included in the patient-mix regression
analysis and therefore does not “contribute
to” the overall patient-mix analysis
adjustment factor.

It is therefore important to get all variables
from HHAs and get through the About You
questions with every respondent.
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Questions?
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HHCAHPS Data of Interest
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HHCAHPS Survey Response Rates Over Time*

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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HHCAHPS Survey Response Rate by Age: CY2020

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Average Response Rates: CY20,Q1-Q2* vs. CY21,Q1-Q2
Average Vendor Response Rates for Phone Mode
Avg. RR range
0%-25%
26%-29%
≥30%

CY2020, Q1-Q2 CY2021, Q1-Q2
# Vendors
# Vendors
8
9
0
1
3
4

Average Vendor Response Rates for Mail Mode
Avg. RR range
0%-25%
26%-29%
≥30%

CY2020, Q1-Q2 CY2021, Q1-Q2
# Vendors
# Vendors
8
7
4
3
5
4

Average Vendor Response Rates for Mixed Mode
Avg. RR range
0%-25%
26%-29%
≥30%

CY2020, Q1-Q2 CY2021, Q1-Q2
# Vendors
# Vendors
2
1
3
1
2
3

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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HHCAHPS Survey Respondent Characteristics

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Respondent Characteristics (cont’d)

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Respondent Characteristics (cont’d)

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Respondent Characteristics (cont’d)

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Respondent Characteristics (cont’d)

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Respondent Characteristics (cont’d)

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Language in Which the HHCAHPS Survey Was
Completed

* CY2020,Q1&Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Number of Languages in Which Survey Was
Completed, Across Vendors

# languages in which Survey completed
(CY2021,Q2)

# vendors

English only

7

2 languages

5

3–5 languages

8

All approved languages

4
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Proxy Rates

*CY2020,Q1-Q2 data are not being publicly reported due to CMS’s COVID-19 policy on data collected during this period.
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Questions?
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Update on the Mode Experiment
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Web Mode Experiment Roadmap

OMB clearance
granted for
HHCAHPS Web
mode
experiment
effort

Select and
inform volunteer
HHAs and their
vendors of those
selected and not
selected

December 2021

December 2021

Work with
vendors to issue
login credentials
and submit test
files on the
mode
experiment
website
December 2021
– January 2022

Select patient
samples and
administer data
collection for the
February, March,
and April 2022
sample months
March–July 2022
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HHCAHPS Web Mode Experiment: Timeline
Web Mode Experiment Timeline
February
2022

March
2022

April
2022

First contact
(mail, phone, email/letter)

Mid-April

Mid-May

Mid-June

Data collection ends (Day 42)

End May

End June

End July

Sample Month:

Analysis
Survey Results to Participating
Agencies

August - October 2022
Fall 2022
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HHCAHPS Web Mode Experiment: Mode Groups

Day

Day 1

Mail-only
Mail initial questionnaire
with cover letter to
sample members

Telephone- only
Telephone interviewing
for the entire data
collection period

Mail with Telephone
Follow-up
Mail initial questionnaire with
cover letter to sample
members

Email reminder with invitation
to nonrespondents

Day 7
Day 21

Mail second
questionnaire and letter
to all sample members
who do not respond to
first mailing

Initiate telephone interviewing Mail questionnaire with cover
with all sample members who letter to all sample members
do not respond to mail mode
who do not respond to Web
mode

Email reminder with invitation
to nonrespondents

Day 35
Day 42

Web with Mail Follow-up
Email (if address is available)
or mail Web survey invitation
to sample members

End

End

End

End
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The HHCAHPS Web Mode Experiment Website

https://hhcahpsmode.rti.org/
General Information
• Information about the
Web mode experiment
• Experimental HHCAHPS
Survey instrument

Information for HHAs
• FAQs about the mode
experiment
• Mode experiment
schedule
• Data protection letter
from RTI Privacy Officer

For Vendors
• List of data variables
• Sample file template
• Sample file upload tool*
*Available on private side
of website
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Questions?
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Thank You
• Thank you for participating in the Vendor Update Training Session.
• Please complete the HHCAHPS Vendor Update Training Session Evaluation
Form before disconnecting from this session.
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